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Designed to satisfy LEED requirements, Latera is the 

efficient fixture for the most demanding applications. 

Finely detailed and 
uniquely styled, Latera’s 
matching connectors 
create visual interest 
and facilitate patterns 
that let you make a 
statement in your  
space. Note the precisely  
fitted aluminum 
extrusions, die-cast 
end caps and silky, 
architectural-grade 
powder coat finish.

A premier manufacturer of high-quality linear fluorescent lighting fixtures, Precision Architectural Lighting reflects the principles of 
quality craftsmanship, outstanding performance and high customer satisfaction. Emphasizing support, responsiveness and personal 
attention, P.A.L. backs each specification with a team of lighting professionals dedicated to ensuring your project’s success.

4830 Timber Creek Drive, Houston, TX 77017    P: 713.946.4343   F: 713.946.4441   www.pal-lighting.com

L a t e r a

90˚ T X

Feed Cable Non-Feed Cable Ceiling Mount Wall Mount

2 1/8" 10 1/2"

s u s t a i n a b i L i t y

Optional daylight harvesting  

and occupancy sensors save 

on energy costs, while Latera’s 

balanced illumination  

lets people work, play, think  

and relax in comfort.

1 LP Susp. 2 LP Susp. 3 LP Susp. 1 LP Clg. 2 LP Clg. 3 LP Clg. 1 LP Wall 2 LP Wall



s t y L e

The right look. 

The right performance.  

The perfect choice.  

 

Sleek and slim, the new  

Latera series lets you put style 

almost anywhere,  

from offices to public spaces.

 Latera’s innovative reflector system even allows for easy installation and removal by hand,  

simplifying lamp and ballast maintenance.

One fixture, four light distributions and up to 95.5% efficiency, 

Latera suspended is the solution for almost any space.

Among Latera’s many options are a microprismatic lens that improves performance and reduces glare,  

along with semi-specular and white parabolic cross baffles.

10 1/2"2 11/16"
2 1/8"

9 13/16"

100% Down

25% Up
75% Down 

45% Up
55% Down 

60% Up
40% Down 

Microprismatic Lens Semi-specular Baff le White Baff le

s h a p e

Complementing the sharp,  

crisp lines of the ceiling-

mount and suspended 

fixtures, wall-mount Latera 

can be used to highlight and 

define perimeter features, or 

as a sole source of illumina-

tion in smaller spaces.

Latera’s efficient asymmetric distribution offers unprecedented 

control, directing light further into spaces for better illumination.

Latera’s slender profile allows it to be used in spaces with low ceilings, 

where its unique design makes it seem to float against the background.
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